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Preface

This book is prepared for under graduate agricultural sources of ‘Fundamental of Agricultural Extension and Human Ethics’ as per revised curriculum in Extension Education for B.Sc.Ag. Degree programme. This book will fulfill the needs of ICAR’s restructured course curricula and syllabi of extension education and human ethics at the national level. The book is divided into thirty two parts, each dealing with separate aspects. All these parts have been presented in a logical sequence. No books extensively deal with the new course. So, to solve this problem of under graduate students studying under agriculture system, this textbook has prepared. It is expected that the book will meet the requirements of the new system with fullest satisfaction to the students. The 5th Dean’s committee recommended the present course curricula and this book is prepared as per the new contents. Earlier human ethics and values was not included as a part of the degree in agriculture. Therefore, informally we learned moral, values and ethics by the parents, friends and teachers etc.

The core areas like recent development program/schemes, concepts, objectives, terminologies in extension, community development programmes, agricultural development programmes, Panchayat raj systems, philosophy and principles of Extension Education; important rural development programmes both are pre and post independent era; human ethics, goal, mission, aims, motivation have been described with suitable illustration simple understandable language for the readers.

An attempt has been made to cover all those relevant aspects, which are very often required for consultation by agricultural Extensionists. The deliberate attempt was made to include newer areas and concept for the benefit of the readers. We acknowledge the
pioneers whose work has been cited and to all those who motivated to bring out this publication.

Students, Teachers and professional in extension education and human ethics shall find the book very useful. The book is an essential reading for transforming knowledge into action.
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